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Take home message

- Stress causes a imbalance in biological systems → stimulates (self)recovery → regaining homeostasis

- In post-conditioning, mild stress applied to already disturbed systems further supports (self)recovery

- Not all types of mild stress conditions are equally effective; there is specificity in the type of mild stress applied

- Effectiveness can be predicted using the Similia principle; the mild stress condition that shows the highest overlap with the more severe stress condition, with respect to the pattern of induced stress symptoms, is most effective.
Take home message (2)

- **Relation with the Similia principle?**

  The better the low dose stress resembles the high dose stress (in terms of induced ‘symptoms’), the better (self)recovery is stimulated!!

Definition

- ‘New’ concept: ‘post-conditioning’ hormesis
  → The curative effect of low doses of stress

- Well-known concept: ‘pre-conditioning’ hormesis
  → The preventive effect of low doses of stress
Short Communication

Biological stress response terminology: Integrating the concepts of adaptive response and preconditioning stress within a hormetic dose–response framework

Definition

- Consensus (Calabrese et al. 2007): ‘Hormesis’ as oldest term, already coined in 1943.

Terminology
- Hormesis
- Pre-conditioning hormesis
- Post-conditioning hormesis (only 1 example from clinical research?)
Definition

- Post-conditioning hormesis
  - Toxicity of high stressor dose is sometimes ameliorated by subsequent exposure to a low dose of the same stressor.
  - One example mentioned by Calabrese et al. (2007)
Postconditioning hormesis

- Agutter (2008): More examples?
  - Any cell studies?,
  - Are there more experimental and clinical studies that show a stimulation of self-recovery by low dose stress?

Elucidating the Mechanism(s) of Hormesis at the Cellular Level: The Universal Cell Response

Paul S. Agutter
Theoretical and Cell Biology Consultancy,
26 Castle Hill, Glossop, Derbyshire, SK13 7RR, UK
Postconditioning hormesis

- Wiegant, Prins and Van Wijk (2011): More examples!!
  - Cell studies,
  - Overview of experimental and clinical studies

_Dose Response 2011; 9: 209-224_
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Postconditioning hormesis in cells

- Is low dose stress beneficial when applied to cell cultures that were previously stressed with a high dose of the same stress?
  - High dose arsenite → low dose arsenite
  - High dose cadmium → low dose cadmium
  - Heat shock → ‘fever’
Postconditioning hormesis in cells

Parameters? How to measure a possible beneficial effect in terms of (self-)recovery?

- Synthesis of heat shock proteins (hsp)
- Survival capacity (adaptive resistance against final test)
Postconditioning hormesis in cells

- Main questions
  - Is hsp synthesis enhanced?
  - Is survival capacity enhanced?

- Protocol:
Postconditioning hormesis in cells

Protocol

- damage
- treatment
- Test

- high dose
- low dose
- extensive rinsing

- damage
- no treatment
- high dose
- control

- no damage
- treatment
- control
- low dose

- no damage
- no treatment
- control
- control

Evaluation of HSP synthesis
Test to evaluate
Survival capacity
Postconditioning hormesis in cells

- Hsp synthesis

  - HS (30’ 42°C) induces hsp synthesis
  - HS-’fever’: synthesis of hsp is enhanced & prolonged
  - ‘fever’ itself is without effect
Postconditioning hormesis in cells

- HS (30’ 42°C) induces hsp56
- HS-’fever’: synthesis of hsp56 is enhanced & prolonged
- ‘fever’ itself is without effect
Postconditioning hormesis in cells

- HSP synthesis: High dose Cd $\rightarrow$ low dose cd

- Cd-cd: synthesis of hsp is enhanced and prolonged

- Low dose cd: itself is without effect on synthesis of hsp
Postconditioning hormesis in cells

- Survival capacity: High dose Cd → low dose cd

\[ \begin{align*} &Cd(10\mu M) - cd - Cd (50\mu M) \\
&Cd(30\mu M) - cd - Cd (50\mu M) \\
\end{align*} \]

- low dose cd: no effect
- Cd(10)–cd: increase in survival capacity due to low dose
- Cd(30)-cd: increase followed by decrease in survival capacity
Conclusions: Low dose stress is able to:
- enhance synthesis of hsp(s), and
- enhance adaptive resistance (survival capacity)

Effect of low dose stress depends on initial high dose damage:
- large disturbance → low dose should be ‘mild’
- small disturbance → low dose can be ‘stronger’
Postconditioning & similia

What if the high dose stress is followed by a low dose of a different type of stress condition?

- Are all stress conditions applied in low dose equally effective?, Is there specificity?
- Similia principle predicts specificity!
Similia principle predicts that the low dose stress which induces a comparable pattern of symptoms as the high dose stress, will be most beneficial!
- Similia principle is the therapeutic guideline in homeopathy: Symptoms of patient are matched with a remedy which is capable of inducing similar symptoms in healthy individuals

Question: Is low dose stress most beneficial if there is a similarity with ‘symptoms’ induced by the high dose?
Postconditioning & similia

- Protocol:
  1. Determine the ‘symptom pattern’ of stress conditions at the cellular level
  2. Expose cells to a high stress condition
  3. Apply different stress conditions in low dose
  4. Evaluate stimulation of recovery

- Hypothesis: Low dose of stress condition which most resembles the pattern of symptoms induced by the high stress dose, will stimulate recovery most effectively!
Similia & Postconditioning

- Symptom pattern ('remedy picture')
Similia & Postconditioning

- Symptom pattern / ‘remedy picture’
- Similarity between stress conditions is determined based on hsp-’symptoms’
- Similarity can be quantified.
Similia & Postconditioning

- High dose stress is followed by incubation in different low dose stress conditions. Finally, they are exposed to a test treatment (to evaluate survival capacity)
Similia & Postconditioning

- **Hypothesis:** When symptom pattern of high dose- & low dose stress condition resembles each other most, stimulation of recovery will be most effective!
Similia & Postconditioning

Relation with the Similia principle?

The better the low dose stress resembles the high dose stress (in terms of induced ‘symptoms’), the better (self)recovery is stimulated!!

-Wiegant et al. Hum Exp Toxicol 1999;
-Wiegant & van Wijk. Homeopathy 2010; 99: 3-14
Examples of postconditioning hormesis

- Immunology
- Cardiovascular
- Brain ischemia
- Fobia’s, psychological disorders

*For further details on examples:*
Conclusions: postconditioning hormesis

- Beneficial effect of low dose stress in cell studies:
  - Low dose stress applied post-conditionally supports recovery: enhanced synthesis of hsp’s and further increase in survival capacity
  - Relationship between high dose-low dose; low dose can also be detrimental (in case pre-stress was severe)
  - There is specificity in the low dose effect

- There are many examples of experimental and clinical studies of ‘Post-exposure conditioning hormesis’
Thanks for your attention!

Any questions?
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